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SHORTER NOTES

The purpose of this department is to publish very short papers of an unusually

elegant and polished character, for which there is no other outlet.

THE  TANGENT  MICROBUNDLE

OF A  SUITABLE  MANIFOLD

RONALD   J.   STERN1

Abstract. The purpose of this note is to generalize to the

topological category the fact that a suitable differentiable manifold

is parallelizable (Theorem 4 of [1]). This result has a "folk-theorem"

status in some quarters, but I believe that in view of the recent

interest in //-manifolds [2], it would be desirable to have the result

on record.

Let M be an «-manifold. Define A:M—>MxM to be the diagonal map,

and 7T1, tt2:MxM^>-M to be the projections on the first and second factor

respectively. Milnor [3] calls the diagram A.M^MxM.tt1 the tangent

microbundle of M, where for each point beM there exists an open set Ub in

M containing b, an open set Vh in MxM containing A(b), and a homeo-

morphism «: Vb-*UbxR" such that the following diagram commutes:

Uh x Rn<
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An «-manifold M is topologically parallelizable if there exists an open

set Vi in MxM containing A(M), an open set F2 in MxR" containing

MxO, and a homeomorphism h: Vi~^-V2 so that the following diagram

commutes:

(1)

Pick eeM. M is suitable if there is a continuous map í>: M->-G(M) such

that <E>(x)(x)=e and 0(e)=identity, where G(M) is the group of all

homeomorphisms of M onto itself with the compact-open topology. By

Theorem 2 of [1], M is suitable iff there exists a deG(MxM) such that

6(Mx(M-e)) = {(x,y)eMxM:x^y)    and    ■n1Q=7rl.

Note that a suitable manifold supports an //-space structure [1].

Theorem.    A suitable n-manifold M is topologically parallelizable.

Proof. Let Ub and Vb be as in the definition of the tangent microbundle

of M. Let IF be an open set in M such that eeIF<=cl fFc Ue. Choose the

Vbs so that ir2B-1(x,y)eW for (x,y)eV„. Let k:Ue-+Rn he a co-ordinate

map such that &(e)=0. Define X:M—>-[0, l]sothatAis 1 on a neighborhood

of cl W and 0 on a neighborhood of M— Ue.

Let V=\Jb6M Vb and define h: V^MxRn by

h(x, y) = (x, X(nW-i(x,y))k(^d-^(x,y))).

h is a local homeomorphism, i.e. for beM, h : F„->-image h\v is a

homeomorphism, for define h': image h\Vb-^-Vb by

h'(x, r) = (x, 7T20(x, /c^O-)))-

Then on Vh, tt26~1(x,y)eW so h'h=id, and on image A|r , £-1(/-)e!F so

/z/z'=id.

However, h:A(M)-+MxQ homeomorphically, so by Lemma 4.1 of

[4], there is a neighborhood Vi in Mx M of A(M) and a neighborhood F2

in MxRn of Af xO such that h: Vi->-V2 is a homeomorphism. As h com-

mutes in (1) this proves our result.
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